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My ahaber.co: What happened to the gold price in 2014 gold prices gold prices will rise the figures of curved How to obtain

gold spot gold price how much? 20 January until gold prices are as follows ... Oo? How the Fed-Monday closing weekend

effect how? 20 January quarter gold price, gold prices are as follows ... how much? How Closing Weekend-Monday

Gold prices will be sonne? 2013 gold prices gold prices gold prices are rising How Does folded gold prices in the last analysis,

how? What direction will the price of gold in 2014.

2013 gold for investors experiencing a year of action was quite hard. Gold investment of some 28 percent in the

years melted away. Some gold experts in many of the short and mid-term evaluation the exact opposite of

heartwarming speak ratings are also available.

All investors in mind ... the same question in 2014, gold continues decline? Or thrown for 2,014 new heights will

be experiencing a year ago?

Bigpar the gold for you Swanly volcano expert commented.

Starting from November 2008, under the rise on a yearly basis without any interval up to the 1921 level peaked in

September 2011. This rise has been written several times about the reasons. In October 2012, after the 1800

attacks to the level that is right under the period of the rise and fall of the wounded that we watched the start

of the period.

Nowadays we come to the end of 2013 gold has declined to the level of 1200. Especially since May, started to

talk abatement bonds the Fed finally took a step in the program of 10 billion dollars abatement began. In these

circumstances, who will be deprived of cheap and plentiful liquidity of gold has suffered from this condition can

say. Terms of inflationary pressures as well as the lack of data on the U.S. side to continue their optimism from the

fact that gold is a safe haven away. This year at the gold mine in terms of both the funds and a happy new year

also can not say that. In particular, the loss of ETF funds estimated to be between $ 70-80 billion, while the loss

in the mines is between $ 20-30 billion, it said.

Of the U.S. economy, the Fed's asset purchases to reduce the continuing strong enough to support conclusion

that it was with expectations of gold continued to fall, foreign economists for investors gold rush era coming to an

end could have öngördü.duk University Professor of International Economics Campbell R. Harvey, "Gold has

tumbled 28 percent as of last year. I'm seeing a very small possibility of the rise of gold. Great decline in the price

of gold is much more likely, "he said.

As of last year, the price performance of gold investors experienced significant losses striking Harvey, "with an

atmosphere of confidence in the U.S. economic recovery to continue but under increased price increases

previously seen which was the basis eliminates fear. Gold has tumbled 28 percent as of last year. I'm seeing a very

small possibility of the rise of gold. Great decline in the price of gold is much more likely, "he said.
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1000 may see the dollar's gold

and gold prices move in U.S. interest rates, indicating that a close correlation Harveyşun said:

"In light of recent data readily 3 percent to 4 percent of the U.S. interest rates are likely to rise. If this happens,

the price of gold falls below $ 1,000 can see that. Increase in U.S. interest rates is one of the main indicators

showing that increased economic power. People become less concerned about the economic environment, gold

will continue to decline. Gold demand in India is one of the largest in the two countries as of last year the

introduction of restrictions on trade in gold price of gold was effective mainly in low trend. China prices of all

commodity assets have the power to affect the performance. Low growth in the Chinese economy indicators may

adversely affect the demand for gold as well. Also in 2014, India's economic growth is expected to slow. "

FALL TRENDS THAT

economist Steve Hanke of Johns Hopkins University, under the downward trend, noting that the price of gold on

the first day of the year showed a slight increase, the trend is downward, he said.

U.S. Federal Reserve's 85-billion-dollar monthly bond purchase program to reduce the stepping, available in the

U.S. economic data of bond purchases in reducing speed also can set expectations for gold prices in the

downward trend to continue causes.

On the other hand, already under the physical demands of India as of last year, leaving behind gold's, which has

become the number one in China 

continues. Especially with the increase in demand for physical gold in China on December 1 last year with $

1,182.52 on the last six months of the rally was the lowest level. In addition, China's largest spot gold market in

2013 with the Shanghai Gold Exchange gold delivery to the recipients of his previous year's level of 1,139 tons

2,197 tons had announced the release.

POSITIVE WORLD GOLD COUNCIL

central London, the World Gold Council demand outlook in the gold market to have a more favorable opinion,

stating made the following statement:

"As of last year in the gold market have observed shift in demand from the West to the East. Indian government

to control the current account deficit

restriction was to have a significant impact on the gold market. In China, still an emerging new class of people with

gold due to have an emotional connection. So in China in recent years has seen a significant increase in demand

for gold. China's middle class, the demand for gold will continue to remain strong in 2014. "
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Gold is hovering near a one-month peak

Gold , investors assess the impact on demand of the rally, along with a one-month after the outbreak of the

highest level has fluctuated. Platinum in South Africa, of the miners went on strike due to dispute the charge with

concerns can output to its highest level in two months.

Spot gold , rose 0.3 percent in the day, after falling 0.1 percent declined by less, with the 15:21 Singapore time

in, dropped to $ 1,253.48 per ounce. Prices in the early hours 1,257 dollars to 12 since December to its highest

level seen and gold s still gaining rising fourth day if they bear October, since the long-term output period

observed will be. Platinum, with $ 1,446.75 per ounce, its highest level since November 15 after the outbreak, did

not change much compared to the previous closing.

Gold , the fastest annual decline since 1981 in its December 31, along with signs of strong demand in China, the

lowest level in six months jumped. Of India through China last year, possibly the world's biggest gold user came

from. Shanghai Gold Exchange, the indicator cash gold trading volume of contracts, 24,875 kilograms a week ago

after leaving the highest level in eight months yesterday, fell to 14,630 kilograms.

Futures Co. in CA. analyst Lv Jia, "Physical asking price too sensitive, particularly at the retail level," he said, "This

case of gold this year until now stay above while helping, when prices go up, the demand decrease a litt le we can

see that" the opinion said.

February gold futures contract, on the Comex in New York City, has remained at $ 1,252.60 per ounce, rising 0.1

percent. Trading volume, according to data compiled by Bloomberg, the time of writing this report, was over 19

per cent of the average of the last 100 days.

Gold Coins

U.S. Mint U.S. Mint's data, coins, gold sales, realized yesterday that 63,000 ounces sold in December and get all

the coins on the amount that exceeds 56,000 showed. England Mint The Royal Mint, said in a statement last

week, the Sovereign of gold coins issued for the year 2014, "exceptional demand" so exhausted announced that.

The world's largest gold-backed exchange traded fund (ETF) SPDR Gold Trust's gold assets 793.12 tonnes on

January 8 to the lowest level in the last five years, after three days does not change.

Platinum was trading at USD 1,443 per ounce. In South Africa, the world's largest platinum producer operating in

three of the most powerful unions, workers' wage dispute due to strike this week to get their views on the

future together with members.

Spot silver rose 0.4 percent after falling during the day and at least 20.4878 dollars per ounce, the highest level

seen since December 11, after rising 0.1 percent compared to the previous close was at $ 20.3832. Palladium at $

740.30 per ounce remained unchanged over. Metal with $ 746.65 yesterday, the highest level since November 12

saw. Source: Bloomberght

Gold Prices 01/19/2014

Buying Sales Previous S. Change Hour

24 Karat Gold Price 89.64 90.53 90.18 +0.004 14:52

Gold / oz Price 1253.25 1254.9 1254.31 +0 14:52

Gold Kg / Dollar Price 40040 40050 40050 0% 14:51

22 Karat Gold Price 81.57 82.93 82.60 +0.004 14:52

14 Karat Gold Price 51.99 52.96 52.76 +0.004 14:52

Quarter Gold Price 147.53 158.30 157.74 +0.004 14:52
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Half Gold Price 297.06 322.60 321.48
+0.004

14:52

Full Gold Price 589.01 629.20 626.96 +0.004 14:52

İkibuçukl Gold Price 1472.24 1591.01 1585.39 +0.004 14:52

Quintet Gold Price 2926.48 3064.01 3052.78 +0.004 14:52

Thick Gold Quarter 149.91 162.60 162.02 +0.004 14:52

Thick Half Gold 300.81 331.20 330.04 +0.004 14:52

Thick Full Gold 609.62 638.40 636.09 +0.004 14:52

Stay in İkibuçukl 1517.06 1634.01 1628.22 +0.004 14:52

Five Bold Gold 3016.12 3140.02 3128.45 +0.004 14:5

Gold Prices 18/01/2014

Buying Sales Previous S. Change Hour

24 Karat Gold Price 89.64 90.53 90.18 +0.004 14:52

Gold / oz Price 1253.25 1254.9 1254.31 +0 14:52

Gold Kg / Dollar Price 40040 40050 40050 0% 14:51

22 Karat Gold Price 81.57 82.93 82.60 +0.004 14:52

14 Karat Gold Price 51.99 52.96 52.76 +0.004 14:52

Quarter Gold Price 147.53 158.30 157.74 +0.004 14:52

Half Gold Price 297.06 322.60 321.48 +0.004 14:52

Full Gold Price 589.01 629.20 626.96 +0.004 14:52

İkibuçukl Gold Price 1472.24 1591.01 1585.39 +0.004 14:52

Quintet Gold Price 2926.48 3064.01 3052.78 +0.004 14:52

Thick Gold Quarter 149.91 162.60 162.02 +0.004 14:52

Thick Half Gold 300.81 331.20 330.04 +0.004 14:52

Thick Full Gold 609.62 638.40 636.09 +0.004 14:52

Stay in İkibuçukl 1517.06 1634.01 1628.22 +0.004 14:52

Five Bold Gold 3016.12 3140.02 3128.45 +0.004 14:52
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Gold Mines

In our country, which is active gold mines; - Bergama, Ovacik Gold Mine / Koza Gold / 2001 

- Terms Placer Gold Mine / Pomzaexport / 2001 

- Butler, Kışladağ Gold Mine / Tüprag Mining / 2006Yak go into production in enterprises to; - Gumushane, Mastra

Gold Silver Mine / Cocoon Gold / March 2009 

- Erzincan, Ilic Gold Mine / Çukurder A / Çukurder Mining / 2010 

- Izmir, Efemçukuru Gold Mine / Mining Tüprag / 2010

Gold ore

Gold, present in low concentration in a large portion of the world. The earth's estimated 0,001 ppm (parts per

million) is equivalent to. Callaverite (au2te4), silvanit (au2ag2te6) and Krennerite (au8te6) in minerals as trace
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amounts of copper and lead minerals found. In the volcanic quartz, sandy beds of rivers are in the form of dust and

nuggets.

2006 by the end date for the gold of the 158,000 tons estimated to be. [1] A similar view National Geographic

magazine's January 2009 issue "All throughout history, only 161,000 tons of gold was removed, the amount of two

Olympic-sized pool to fill, but is enough." With commentary has found . Said amount of gold in the volume of a cube

with sides equal to 20.28 meters long. If an ounce to $ 1,000 if calculated from the value of the cube will be about

5.2 trillion dollars. [2]

Produced with the CVT 99.99% gold purity crystalline

Gold ores "metallic gold bearing ore" and "compounds of the gold-containing ore" as appropriate.

To obtain gold from ores containing gold metallic gold quartz containing small pieces of dough into the grinding

mill. It is distributed in the dough while colloidal gold particles. Wherein the product is eluted with amalgam

technique. Malgamal been very dilute the pulp concentration, the solution is treated with sodium cyanide. Gold

complex compound by reaction with sodium cyanide affords:

4 naam (CN) 2 + 4 + 8 NaCN + 2 NaOH → 4 H2O + O2

Metallic zinc is precipitated with the gold complex compounds:

2 Na + 2 Au (CN) 2 + Zn → 2 + na2zn Au (CN) 4

Agents other than gold and silver in the precipitate, the method is also by Kal. Silver is also under the influence of

nitric and sulfuric acid remains dissolved in pure gold back.

Compounds [Change | Change source]

Gold compounds +1 and +3 valence state. All compounds can be easily reduced to their metallic state.

Gold, aucl, au2s, as aucn +1 valent compounds are unstable in aqueous solutions, +3 value is oxidized or reduced

to metallic state. However, complexes of sodium and potassium cyanide, aqueous solutions of salts may be

prepared and used in industry, especially in plating.

The organic salts are also known and are unstable.

+3 Valence of gold compounds is generally stable.

aucl3 water, soluble in alcohol and ether, is used in photographic and coating.

aubr3 soluble in alcohol and ether. Some chemicals used in the analysis.

Gold hydroxide, Al (OH) 3, is sensitive to light brown powder. Insoluble in water, soluble in hydrochloric acid and

other acids. Stamping is used in construction and plating.

Usually dialkyl organic compounds of gold salts. These salts r2aux shaped. X is an organic molecule wherein R is

halogen, sulfur, nitrogen or oxygen.

Processor legs are made of gold alloy. Electronic materials in the recycling, reuse will be separated from gold

alloys are made.

Natural gold nugget

So far, more than half of all the gold extracted from the earth and the government is in the hands of central banks.

Required as a guarantee of the emission of paper money in each country, have always been of great importance as

an international means of payment in gold, metal workers also maintain the value is in the eye of the artisan.

Jewellery of gold usually with silver, palladium, copper or platinum alloy is used a lot.

High electrical conductivity (silver and copper after) and to chemically react easily the most gold in the electrical and

electronics industry connections, terminals, print circuits, transistors and semiconductor systems used for coating.

About 98 percent, reflecting the infrared rays falling on top of thin gold plates that can be turned down, the eye holes

in the header of the space suit and offer protection from the harmful rays of the temperature on the surface of the

satellite enables control. Large office buildings gold into thin sheets used in the windows of the gene, not only from

an aesthetic standpoint, the reflective surface of the heat exchange with the environment is due to drastically lower.

Lala gives a bright red color to glass, glassy-dispersed colloidal mass in a very small amount altındır.ancak people

mostly use in jewelry and ornaments.

Some properties of gold (according to the purpose of usage) are made of various alloys to change.

Gold-silver alloys

75% gold, 25% silver alloy used in jewelry making is in green.

40% gold 60% silver alloy is hard.

Gold-nickel alloy

White gold used in making jewelery form the basis. In this alloy 80% gold, 16% nickel, 3% zinc and 1% copper is

used.

Gold-copper alloy

Is widely used for printing money. Can be handled easily.

Gold-palladium alloy [Change | Change source]

Can be handled easily. Shows a hardness of up to 60-65% are those containing palladium. Due to the high

resistance to low temperature potentiometer used in construction.

Gold content

Chemical purity of gold in the "percentage", with the purity of jewelrymaking "carat" or "setting" is expressed in

terms. Accordingly, 24 carat (or karat) gold is 100% pure gold, 22 carat refers to the 91.6% pure gold. 22 carat gold

8.4% other metals has been completed. Greenish under addition of silver, nickel and the addition of platinum black,

yellow addition of zinc, and copper by the addition amount of copper ranging from yellow to red colors can be

imparted. As there is 100% pure gold nature, is the most pure gold purity of 999.9 in a thousand. 75.14% carat gold

18 carat gold contains 58.5% gold. Complementary metal mainly in the case of silver-called green-gold in the

jewelry industry, popularly called yellow gold color is captured. In the case of copper predominantly complementary

metal called red gold colors are captured. The white color close to white gold as a complement to the use of various

metals occurs. White gold, at the end of the production has an off-white color, coated with Rhodium regains full

white color.

Gold work

The gold statues, pots, pans, jewelry, decorations and all of the money given name. Gold is the softest and easiest

metal what can be formatted. 10 g of gold pounded 11 m² 570 m in length by pulling a thin sheet or a thin wire can
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be obtained. The most comfortable treatment can be worked as a metal stylus, kakılarak, beaten, carved,

embossing, foil made into pouring wood, metal, leather and parchment was used in another article covering.

Gold water

Known as aqua regia. Three units with a volume by volume concentrated nitric acid from the mixture of concentrated

hydrochloric acid is formed. This mixture can be solved gold is called liquid gold.

Gold juice (or king-size water), chemical process of solving some of the iron ores, phosphate rocks, slag, nickel-

chromium alloys, antimony, selenium and mercury, arsenic, lead and cobalt sulphides, poorly soluble sulfur is

used to solve.

Gold Standard System

1 kg of gold bullion.

The standard of the currency, which is considered as a specific weight of gold or money equivalent to the value of

the value of a certain weight of gold in the monetary system held. The adoption of the gold standard in the country,

the implementation of the gold standard in international level brings results. Gold standard or gold coins or paper

money legally enters the circulation of money, when prompted into gold at a fixed price.

In no other country on the international level in the implementation of the gold standard gold standard system can

remain in force. In this case, either for himself or for a fixed price of gold inconvertible currency that can be used as a

means of international payment. In this system, exchange rates between countries is fixed. Exchange of gold from

one country to another, moving costs exceeding the fixed gold parity rises above or falls below established formal

level until you return from one country to the large amounts of gold coins and bullion input or output occurs.

The gold standard was made in England in 1821 for the first time. When it comes to 1937 after spending many

circuit maintains a full no country left the gold standard. II. After World War II, the exchange rate is usually adjusted

dollars or less, to a system that has expired. In 1958 he again was turned into a kind of gold standard system.

Accordingly, the leading European countries in international payment under their own money or guarantees the

convertibility of dollars were freely. If the return to the gold standard at national level never seen. Valued since

prehistoric times, gold is known to be valuable. He and decorations can be the first metal used by humans and was

valued for rituals. As early as 2600 BC, and the king of Mitanni in Tushrat "plenty more dirt" in Egypt argue that gold,

the Egyptian hieroglyphics describe.

Egypt and especially Nubia resources to make them major gold producing areas were for much of its history.

Earliest known map is known as the Turin Papyrus Map and local geology is a gold mine in Nubia together with

indications showing the plan. The primitive working methods are described by Strabo and there are fire-setting.

Large mines across the Red Sea in Saudi Arabia is currently occurred.

The legend of the Golden Fleece, in the ancient world trap gold dust from placer deposits may refer to the use of

fleeces. Gold often in the Old Testament, Genesis 2:11 and Havilah () and the specified starting magi in the first

chapters of Matthew New Testament and gifts are available. The Book of Revelation 21:21 is crystal clear in the

streets "made of pure gold, as having a" New Jerusalem defines the city. South-east corner of the Black Sea was

famed for its gold. Exploitation time of Midas, and this gold is probably in the year 610 BC, Lydia was important in

establishing the world's first coins that are said to date. 6 or 5th century, the Chu (state) circulated Posted Ying

Yuan, one kind of square gold.

Romans on a large scale using hydraulic mining methods, especially in Spain from 25 BC to 150 AD from Romania

for gold extraction and new methods developed. One of their largest mines in Las Medulas de León (Spain), where

seven long aqueducts to wash them at a large alluvial deposit was effective. Mine at Rosia Montana in Transylvania

were also very large and was until very recently, still mined Opencast methods. In addition, the United Kingdom,

Dolaucothi placer and hard-rock deposits also used as small deposits. They also used a variety of methods

Naturalis Historia by Pliny the Elder in his written towards the end of the first century are described encyclopedia.

Large amounts of gold Mali Empire in Africa was famed throughout the old world. Mansa Musa, the empire (1312-

1337) ruler of his great pilgrimage to Mecca in 1324 was famous throughout the ancient world. He died in Cairo in

July 1324, the suspect was accompanied by a camel train, thousands of people and nearly a hundred camels

included. It is far from depressed prices in Egypt for over a decade gave much gold.
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